Blogger Outreach Case Study

THE OUTREACH STORY
Bubba Bambu are a distributor of bamboo baby clothing. We developed a
campaign to increase traffic and sales to their newly developed e-commerce website.
Fifteen began with a PPC and remarketing campaign in order to attract new customers and drive conversions.
The next step was to increase the reach through social sharing, by approaching bloggers with high influence
within the baby industry. As part of the campaign, Bubba Bambu agreed to send out samples of their
products for bloggers to review and share through social media.
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The strategy
Fifteen recruited various bloggers
with high social influence to take part in
reviewing Bubba Bambu’s products
free of charge.
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Review samples

“Step in Bubba Bambu
and their range of hypo
allergenic bamboo clothing.
Bamboo fabric has a luxelike feel and this footless
Babygro is the softest thing
in my baby’s wardrobe.”

“It wasn’t long before Eliza started to look a bit
sleepy, so I decided to try the swaddle. The Bubba
Bambu muslin is HUGE, and will easily swaddle
her for several more months, as well as being big
enough to use as a blanket, cot sheet and feeding
cover. I found it a lot easier to swaddle Eliza with
the extra material, and it wasn’t long at all before
she was all bundled up and ready for sleep. She
seemed more than happy to be swaddled.”

Results after one month
Not only did the blogger outreach campaign provide links to Bubba Bambu but it also reached the
target audience who were interested in such products. The campaign is one of the most effective backlinking
methods because it acquires rich content from credible sources.
SEO visibility saw an increase from the backlinks created and increased visitors to site. Bubba Bambu saw sales
pick up for the Muslin Swaddles and the Babygrow which had been highlighted by bloggers showing this as an
effective channel to not only increase sales but also awareness of the brand, and increase their SEO presence.
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Bloggers who supported the campaign
www.makedoandpush.co.uk
www.myfamilyfever.co.uk
www.redrosemummy.com
www.themumingtonpost.com
www.littlestuff.co.uk
www.mothersalwaysright.com

What they say about us
“Fifteen have been great to work with, they are an innovative digital agency,
creating new ideas with how to gain brand awareness of our new company and
generate sales. Without their expert knowledge, we wouldn’t be where we are
now. Fifteen continually deliver great results and offer great
insight and understanding.”

Anna Spencer

Founder, Bubba Bambu
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